COVID Noncompliance Now Labeled Top ‘Terror Threat’
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

-

 Opposing COVID measures now tops the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s list of
potential terror threats
 Public officials and media pundits are seemingly intentionally fanning the flames of
unveiled hatred against those who choose to not participate in the COVID jab experiment
 The rhetoric now hurled at unvaccinated people would under normal circumstances be
considered hate speech. Now, it’s promoted as virtuous, while reporting a statistic or
medical finding that counters the official narrative is considered hate speech
 By convincing everyone that unvaccinated people are to blame for the never-ending
pandemic, the pandemic industrial complex prevents the masses from identifying and
turning on the real culprits
 The World Health Organization is working with an artificial intelligence tool called EARS.
It mines blogs, news articles and online forums in 20 countries, analyzing narratives and
anticipating information spread. In all likelihood, it can also predict which narratives
would most effectively counter the concerns people express. These propaganda
narratives can then be disseminated through bot farms

When you think of potential terror threats, what comes to mind? Did opposing irrational
and/or illegal COVID measures make your list? Well, it recently got top billing on the
Department of Homeland Security’s list of potential terror threats as we approach the
20th anniversary of 9/11.

Over the past 18 months, COVID countermeasures have become increasingly tyrannical,
and we now appear to have reached a new high (or low, depending on your perspective).
The U.S. government is actually viewing citizens who exercise their Constitutional rights
as domestic terrorists, enemies of the state.

Dehumanizing Discrimination Against Unvaccinated
As reported by Daisy Luther with The Organic Prepper,1 “Shocking and dehumanizing
discrimination against the unvaccinated is about to make life VERY difficult.” She is, of
course, referring to the media and government narrative that if anyone gets infected
with SARS-CoV-2, it’s the fault of some germ-ridden disease-spreading unvaccinated
person.
Public officials and media pundits alike are seemingly intentionally fanning the flames
of unveiled hatred against those who choose to not participate in the world’s largest
medical experiment and get a novel injection that programs your body to produce a
disease-causing protein, the full ramifications of which won’t be known for years.
Getting the shot is a patriotic duty, we’ve been told, and opting out is nothing short of a
traitorous act, according to some. This kind of narrative is extremely dangerous, yet no
one seems to care — not even the departments responsible for keeping this the land of
the free.
As noted by Luther, the rhetoric now hurled at unvaccinated people would under normal
circumstances be considered hate speech. Now, it’s promoted as virtuous, and reporting
a statistic or published medical finding that counters the official narrative that masks
work, lockdowns are effective and the COVID shot is safe and effective is considered
hate speech.

Can You See the Psychological Operation at Work?
It’s important to realize that this insanity is not accidental. It’s by design, and part of a
sophisticated psychological operation to drive people mad. I wrote about this last week.

The article is no longer available, as all articles are removed after 48 hours, but you can
still view the video I featured, which explains how mass psychosis is induced using fear,
waves of increasing threat, isolation and other dehumanizing tricks of the psychological
trade.
Once a population has sufficiently lost touch with reality and embraced a “magical
rationale” where irrationality is justified, they become capable of unthinkable horrors
and abuses against people believed to be responsible for their ongoing anxiety.
By convincing everyone that unvaccinated people are to blame for the never-ending
pandemic, the pandemic industrial complex prevents the masses from identifying and
turning on the real culprits — the string-pullers and beneficiaries of the psychological
breakdown.
“It has happened many times in history: when human beings were used as
slaves and property, when human beings were the subject of horrific
experiments when the media and people in power deliberately manipulated
human beings to believe that other humans weren’t like them, and therefore, it
was permissible to mistreat or abuse them,” Luther writes.2
“As the saying goes, those who don’t learn from history are doomed to repeat it.
And repeat it, they are. I think, regardless of our stance, we can all agree that
fervently wishing for bad things to happen to those who believe differently and
dehumanizing them for their beliefs is pretty awful.
Don Lemon of CNN believes the unvaccinated should not be allowed to buy
food or work. Does this mean he believes that they should starve to death? …
CNN medical analyst Dr. Jonathan Reiner says that unvaccinated people
shouldn’t go to bars and restaurants. A doctor pondered the ethics of whether
he could refuse to see unvaccinated patients in The New York Times.
Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation’s Big Kahuna of COVID, blames those not
vaccinated for a new spike in cases … Alabama Governor Kay Ivey wants

everyone to blame the unvaccinated for any cases of COVID that happen to
occur …
That’ll really be helpful if someone unhinged loses a loved one to COVID and
decides to seek vengeance on some ‘unvaccinated folk.’ After all, the governor
said it was their fault. Speaking of which, Nick Cohen of The Guardian said that
it was only a matter of time before ‘we turn on the unvaccinated.’”

Concerns for Lack of Vaccination Are Highly Irrational
Those who continue to pressure everyone to get vaccinated have simply failed to look at
the most recent data, which clearly demonstrate that those who are vaccinated are
actually FAR more likely to get COVID, and worse, contribute to the process of creating
variants.
As recently reported by Israeli National News,3,4,5 recent data show Israelis who have
received the COVID jab are 6.72 times more likely to get infected than people who have
recovered from natural infection.
Among the 7,700 new COVID cases diagnosed so far during the current wave of
infections that began in May 2021, 39% were vaccinated (about 3,000 cases), 1% (72
patients) had recovered from a previous SARS-CoV-2 infection and 60% were neither
vaccinated nor previously infected. Israeli National News notes:6
“With a total of 835,792 Israelis known to have recovered from the virus, the 72
instances of reinfection amount to 0.0086% of people who were already
infected with COVID.
By contrast, Israelis who were vaccinated were 6.72 times more likely to get
infected after the shot than after natural infection, with over 3,000 of the
5,193,499, or 0.0578%, of Israelis who were vaccinated getting infected in the
latest wave.”

Penalties Large and Small Are Being Proposed

In addition to the penalties for lack of vaccination already mentioned in the quote above,
Luther lists a number of others in her article, such as requiring unvaccinated people to:
Get tested daily at their own expense

Docking people’s paychecks

Charging students nonrefundable

Denying medical care at hospitals

quarantine fees
Canceling private insurance or raising

Suspending gun permits and driver’s

premiums by thousands of dollars a year

licenses

Denying access to loans

Withholding government assistance and
federal benefits like Social Security, VA
benefits, subsidized housing and
pensions

As noted by Luther, “The rabid contempt for those who think differently can lead
nowhere good. For those who believe we should all get vaccinated or not, are you okay
with this kind of dehumanization?”

Project Veritas Exposes Doxing Double-Standard
In the video above, Project Veritas’ James O’Keefe exposes yet another double-standard
that has become norm. Project Veritas has been accused of unethically doxing the rich
and powerful, yet CNN a few weeks ago did the exact same thing to me.
CNN reporter Randi Kaye filmed herself ambushing staff at our corporate headquarters
in Cape Coral, Florida, without blurring out the suite number. She then went to my home.
As noted by O’Keefe, mainstream media routinely dox “the non-powerful” whose right to
privacy is actually greater than government and media officials.
Project Veritas recently got banned from Twitter for publishing a video in which they
confronted Facebook vice president Guy Rosen outside his home, asking questions

about Facebook’s hate speech policy. So, to recap, Project Veritas got banned from
Twitter for doing the exact same thing CNN did to me — but didn’t get banned for.

Artificial Intelligence Is Part of the New Battlefield
In mid-July 2021, surgeon general Dr. Vivek Murthy issued a public advisory,7,8 calling
COVID misinformation “an urgent threat to public health” that undermines “our ongoing
work to end the COVID-19 pandemic.” The advisory calls for software algorithms to be
deployed by social media platforms to “avoid amplifying misinformation” and
strengthening monitoring of misinformation.
Similarly, at a recent Health Information Management Systems Society conference in
Las Vegas, Hans Kluge, Europe region director of the World Health Organization, called
for the use of “digital health” and artificial intelligence to fight misinformation. Artificial
intelligence could also be used to identify communities with low COVID jab rates so that
“swift assistance” can be launched in those communities.
According to STAT News,9 Kluge has “established a WHO unit focused on behavioral and
cultural insights to understand the drivers of vaccine hesitancy and develop programs to
counteract it.” Such programs include community outreach programs and identifying
“champions” for the COVID jabs within religious communities, youth communities and
the media.
Already, Kluge’s team is working with an artificial intelligence tool called EARS (Early AIsupported Response with Social listening tool). It mines blogs, news articles and online
forums in 20 countries and analyzes the narratives it finds.
It can then anticipate how the information will spread, and what the effects of the
information might have. While not stated in the STAT article, it seems reasonable to
assume EARS is also capable of predicting which narratives would most effectively
counter the concerns people express on these mined platforms.
Chosen propaganda narratives can then be pumped out using bot farms, such as the
one imaged below.10 It may be shocking to some to realize that many of the “people”

who are in favor of the official COVID narrative are not real people at all.
There are tons of fake profiles run by bot farms on all social media platforms that
generate massive amounts of propaganda, including accounts with blue checkmarks.
The blue checkmark is supposed to designate that a user’s identity has been verified by
Twitter and is “of public interest,” but clearly, the authentication process lacks in some
of the basics, such as making sure the user actually exists in physical form and has
physical control over the account in question.

Anti-Digital Hate Group Promotes Digital Hate
A central cog in the network fanning the flames of hatred and attacks on people whose
only sin is the desire to make decisions for themselves is a group called the Center for
Countering Digital Hate (CCDH).
It’s founded by a British national and unregistered foreign agent named Imran Ahmed,
who is also a member of the Steering Committee on Countering Extremism Pilot Task
Force under the British government’s Commission for Countering Extremism.
According to Ahmed, anyone who questions the rationale behind lockdowns, mask
wearing or the safety and necessity of a COVID-19 injection may be prone to violent
extremism, and the reason CNN trekked hundreds of miles across central Florida in
search of me is because Ahmed has labeled me a top COVID misinformer.

“

According to its website, the left-wing Center for
Countering Digital Hate prides itself on ‘researching,
exposing, and then shutting down users and news sites
it deems unacceptable in the digital sphere’ … That
seems potentially dangerous, considering we know
very little about the CCDH. ~ The Drill Down

”

In the CCDH’s initial report, “The Anti-Vaxx Playbook,”11 I was identified as one of the six
most influential “anti-vaxxers” online that must be silenced. This was followed by “The
Disinformation Dozen”12 and “Disinformation Dozen: The Sequel,”13 in which the list of
targets doubled from six to 12.
These last two reports are what everyone — politicians, attorneys general, social media
platforms and “blue checkmark influencers” — are now using to “prove” I am the mostdangerous and prolific superspreader of misinformation on the net.14

Whose Interests Does CCDH Protect and Promote?
When you think about it, isn’t it rather curious that government officials are actually
targeting and violating the Constitutional rights of American citizens based on the
opinions of an unregistered foreign agent who runs a tiny little “pop-up group” funded by
dark money?15 As noted in a July 20, 2021, Drill Down article:16
“When a report goes viral in the news cycle, it only makes sense to question
where it came from — especially if that report has influence all the way up to the
Oval Office, affecting public health policy, while also having dangerous
implications for free speech.
The Center for Countering Digital Hate … released a bombshell report earlier
this week. It was picked up everywhere and had the following revelation: The
majority of COVID misinformation came from just 12 people … But could this be
a wily gambit by outside interests to justify the Biden administration’s
censorship partner-up with Big Tech?
According to The Federalist, ‘The Center for Countering Digital Hate is an
obscure international group reportedly based out of the United Kingdom and
Washington, D.C., that works as an adviser to multiple governments and eliterun institutions about digital technology and regulation.
According to its website, the left-wing Center for Countering Digital Hate prides
itself on ‘researching, exposing, and then shutting down users and news sites it

deems unacceptable in the digital sphere.’
Users and news sites it deems unacceptable? That seems potentially
dangerous, considering we know very little about the CCDH.
Senator Josh Hawley (R-MO) expressed his concerns on Twitter with the
following post: ‘Who is funding this overseas dark money group — Big Tech?
Billionaire activists? Foreign governments? We have no idea. Americans
deserve to know what foreign interests are attempting to influence American
democracy’ …
No one knows who funds them. No one knows who is driving their research. But
their findings are being used in censorship efforts under the guise of controlling
misinformation?”

Violating Bioethical Principles Puts Lives at Risk
The sad irony is that government officials are really the ones contributing to
unnecessary death and suffering by not adhering to bioethical principles that are
enshrined in law. These laws exist for a good reason. They protect people from
unnecessary harm and unwanted medical risks.
As an experimental trial participant, which is what everyone is at the moment who
accepts a COVID shot, you have the right to receive full disclosure of any adverse event
risks. Based on that disclosure, you then have the right to decide whether you want to
participate.
Adverse event risk disclosure should be provided at the level of detail disclosed in any
drug package insert. However, the COVID shots have no such insert or detailed
disclosure, and adverse event reports are even being suppressed and censored from the
public.
Instead, as explained by the FDA,17 since the COVID shots are not yet licensed,18 rather
than providing a package insert, the FDA directs health care providers to access a

lengthy online “fact sheet” that lists clinical trial adverse events and ongoing updates of
adverse events reported after emergency use administration to the public.
A shorter, separate, online fact sheet with far less information in it is available for
patients — but, provider or patient, you still have to know where to look up each of the
vaccines authorized for emergency use separately on the FDA website to access those
fact sheets.19
Adverse event risks must also be communicated in a way that you can comprehend
what the risks are. This means the disclosure must be written in eighth grade language.
In clinical trials, researchers must actually verify participants’ comprehension of the
risks.
Failure to disclose these adverse effects, which is likely occurring in nearly every COVID
injection case, results in an inability to give true informed consent as the person was
never informed of all of the already well-established risks.
As just one example of many, Marie Follmer, in an interview with Robert F. Kennedy Jr.,20
said no one ever warned her there was a risk of myocarditis. Her athletic son, Greyson,
took the shot and is now unable to do much of anything and she fears he might die.
She admits not doing any of her own research, blindly trusting what she was told. Now,
she distrusts the whole process, including doctors, as all have so far refused to
acknowledge that there might be a link to the shot, and no one knows how to make him
better.
Most importantly, the acceptance of an experimental product must be fully voluntary
and uncoerced. Enticement is forbidden. It’s downright impossible to argue that the
public messaging and incentives ranging from free junk food to million-dollar lotteries
do not constitute coercion.
At the end of the day, if you decide you want to participate in a medical experiment,
whatever it might be, that’s up to you. But everyone else also has that same right to
choose.

If you find aggression mounting against an unvaccinated friend or family member,
thanks to the current indoctrination that encourages savage and irrational behavior,
think of something you absolutely don’t want done to your body, and then imagine being
forced to do it just to maintain your right to enter a grocery store, buy insurance or keep
your job.
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